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SAN JUAN UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
CLASSIFIED PERSONNEL 

 
 
CLASS TITLE:  Research Assistant CLASS CODE: 986 
 
 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CLASS: 
 
Under general supervision, scores tests; receives and sorts data for computer processing 
and accesses appropriate computer programs to generate reports for district and state 
testing programs and surveys; keeps current listing of and retrieves inactive student 
records; performs a variety of clerical tasks; calculates scores and makes minor statistical 
computations; performs related duties as assigned. 
 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: (Any one position may not include all of the duties listed nor do all 
of the listed examples include all tasks which may be found in positions of this class). 
 
Participates in the development of forms and procedures to collect and process data for 
district and state testing programs and surveys; inputs data on data entry equipment such 
as key to disc, key punch, scanner, and computer terminal; maintains accurate records of 
data manipulation; receives testing and survey materials and sorts in sequence, adds 
student numbers and inspects material for extraneous marks; communicates with schools to 
correct or verify accuracy of data received; operates the scanner, selecting the appropriate 
program for each of a variety of documents to produce the desired output; accesses 
programs to pre-print student answer sheets through the computer; maintains updates and 
produces reports from data files in the computer, such as competencies, achievement tests, 
inactive cumulative files, and master course list; inputs data through item frequency, 
statistical and summary programs on key to disc entry equipment and scanner as 
requested; maintains magnetic tape library of histories and active data; may provide 
information or data for programmer needs as programs are being developed; hand scores 
tests; operates calculator, adding machine, typewriter and other related office equipment; 
trains substitute personnel to operate key punch, key to disc entry equipment, scanner, or to 
do repetitive clerical tasks. 
 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
 
Education and Experience: 
Any combination of education, training or experience in data processing, data entry and use 
of office equipment; course work in statistics is desirable. 
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Knowledge and Abilities: 
Knowledge of procedures and practices required in data processing, data entry and report 

preparation; 
Ability to operate equipment required to process research data such as scanner, key to disc 

data entry equipment, key punch, adding machine, calculator and typewriter; 
Ability to transcribe data, correct tests and calculate scores with accuracy; 
Ability to compile data and produce a variety of reports; 
Ability to orally communicate information to data users; 
Ability to compute general math calculations; 
Ability to train substitutes to do a variety of clerical tasks such as profile test scores, sort 

tests and surveys, operate key punch, scanner and data entry equipment. 
 
Physical Characteristics: 
With or without the use of aids: Sufficient vision to read printed material; sufficient hearing to 
conduct in person and telephone conversations; ability to speak in an understandable voice 
which can be heard at a normal conversational distance; ability to write legibly; sufficient 
mobility to use data entry equipment, related office equipment and drive an automobile. 
 
Licenses and Certificates: 
Possession of, or willingness and ability to obtain a valid California Class C Driver's License 
issued by the California Department of Motor Vehicles within 30 days of hire or before 
driving equipment/vehicle requiring this license. 
 
 
Board Approved:  4/12/83 
Revised: 3/17/95 (License Only) 


